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Introduction

Please ask any questions via the Q&A section in Webex and we will pick them all up at the end of the session and 
answer those now which we can. We may have to take away some questions and provide feedback from our 
expert colleagues in these areas.

These slides, event recordings and further information about the webinars can be found at the following location:

https://data.nationalgrideso.com/plans-reports-analysis/covid-19-preparedness-materials

Key topics for this week:

Questions from last week

Margins last week

Business continuity

Demand review and outlook

Costs for last week

Intertia & RoCoF management

Dynamic Containment

Winter Outlook

https://data.nationalgrideso.com/plans-reports-analysis/covid-19-preparedness-materials


Questions from last week
Q: Thanks for providing additional info on constraint costs. Would it be possible to do a deeper dive on one element eg rate 
of change of frequency in a particular location including the relative magnitude of the factors that cause that type of 
constraint?

Thank you for the question which we will address this week.

Q: Is ALoMCP expected to reduce ESO actions? If so, is this mainly BM or 7A's? Any particular geographic region e.g
Scotland? Any time periods most affected?

Yes, 7A & BM, across the country, more detail in later slide.

Q: re changing demand shape - it would be good to see a working day shape rather than weekend.

Included in this weeks webinar

Q: What are the different indicators you take into considerations when undertaking actions in the BM in order to maintain an 
appropriate level of inertia in the system? How would you define the appropriate level of inertia? thanks

Covered in today's webinar

Q: We also received some questions via email on impact of local lockdowns on demand suppression and hence potential 
impact on BSuoS and also future contracts required to deal with these operating conditions.

Covered in this weeks webinar



Questions from last week
Q: We have received a question around the dynamic containment product and the consultation process

A: Our view is that this was specifically dealt with by Ofgem in their decision letter on the DC Article 26 submission. To 
quote from the Ofgem letter

It is disappointing that the ESO has not been able to perform a bespoke consultation on its proposal to define and use 
DC as a specific product. However, the other consultations related to the launch of DC have covered elements of this 
proposal, although not the totality of it. We also understand that it would not have been possible to run an additional one 
month consultation at this time, and that DC will be necessary for maintaining operational security going forward and 
there is significant value to consumers in this new product being launched by 1 October 2020.

Therefore, in light of the above, we have decided to approve this proposal on the basis that the ESO performs a full 
consultation on its proposal for the definition and the use of Dynamic Containment as a specific product pursuant to 
Article 26(1). We request that the ESO begins this consultation in October 2020. Following this consultation, the ESO 
must send us all consultation responses, as well as its own analysis of these responses, to enable Ofgem to decide 
whether any amendments to the proposal are required.

In line with Ofgem's request we will be launching another consultation next week but in line with Ofgem's letter current 
BAU process around dynamic containment will continue.



Transparency | Margins on 15th / 16th October
Normal business as usual ESO monitoring last week showed tighter than normal plant margins for evening 
peaks on Thursday 15th and Friday 16th October.

These were driven by a combination of factors including BM participant availability, low levels of wind generation 
forecast demands slightly higher than seasonal average.

BM Reports showed negative values for de-rated margins for the relevant settlement periods at the day ahead 
stage (12:00hrs numbers)

ESO took a number of routine actions:

• Reviewed the transmission outage plan with Network Owners to minimise volume of constrained energy

• Reviewed outage plans with BM participants to ensure they were accurate

• Reviewed market prices in the UK and Continental Europe and assumptions on potential interconnector 
flows.

• Reviewed demand forecasts

• Refined assumptions as operational data was received by ENCC

• Briefed internally and externally as appropriate 



Transparency | Margins on 15th / 16th October
Outturn:

On both days market response delivered additional availability and plant margins were adequate for both days.

This revised availability fed into the capacity market de-rated margin numbers and the ENCC operational margin 
assessments.

As such:

• Electricity Margin Notices – EMN or

• Capacity Market Notices 

Were NOT required to be issued   



Pandemic Plans 
Activated

Operational 
areas 
restricted & 
critical staff 
protected Majority of 

employees WFH

Enhanced 
shift rota

Industry 
engagement

Protecting Critical Staff to maintain Critical Operations

Office access for essential 
reasons

Reviewing lessons learnt & 
building into BAU

Awareness of potential for 
local lockdowns/spikes in 
infection

Gradual reoccupation planned for 
September

Restrictions to 
operational areas relaxed

Identify & respond to system operability challenges

Lockdown

Post-Pandemic

Pre-Pandemic



Demand | Latest demand suppression assessment

Estimated overall demand drop over last 7days of 2.3% compared to pre-Covid
expectations



Demand | Last Weekend Outturn

Date
Forecasting 

Point

National 

Demand 

(GW)

Dist. wind 

(GW)

Dist. PV 

(GW)

National 

Demand 

(GW)

Dist. wind 

(GW)

Dist. PV 

(GW)

17 Oct 2020 Overnight Min 21.5 0.5 0.0 21.2 0.6 0.0

17 Oct 2020 Evening Peak 37.3 0.4 0.0 36.2 0.6 0.0

18 Oct 2020 Overnight Min 21.1 0.3 0.0 20.6 0.3 0.0

18 Oct 2020 Evening Peak 38.0 0.4 0.0 37.1 0.4 0.0

FORECAST (Wed 14 Oct) OUTTURN



Demand | Week ahead forecast

Date
Forecasting 

Point

National 

Demand 

(GW)

Dist. wind 

(GW)

Dist. PV 

(GW)

21 Oct 2020 Evening Peak 38.8 1.3 0.0

22 Oct 2020 Overnight Min 20.2 1.7 0.0

22 Oct 2020 Evening Peak 39.8 0.9 0.0

23 Oct 2020 Overnight Min 20.9 1.5 0.0

23 Oct 2020 Evening Peak 37.4 1.8 0.0

24 Oct 2020 Overnight Min 19.5 2.4 0.0

24 Oct 2020 Evening Peak 33.1 2.8 0.0

25 Oct 2020 Overnight Min 17.7 2.2 0.0

25 Oct 2020 Evening Peak 33.4 2.2 0.0

26 Oct 2020 Overnight Min 20.1 1.9 0.0

26 Oct 2020 Evening Peak 39.1 1.6 0.0

27 Oct 2020 Overnight Min 21.8 1.3 0.0

27 Oct 2020 Evening Peak 38.2 2.4 0.1

FORECAST (Wed 21 Oct)



Regional Lockdowns
As the COVID-19 situation continues to change the ESO is actively monitoring the demand situation.

Current analysis indicates that the regional lockdowns has not had a material impact on the demands in those areas.

A question has been asked as to whether the ESO plans to enact any similar measures to those used over the summer.

The primary driver of actions over the summer was the very low demands. The demands for the rest of the year, event with further
suppression are not expected to require significant ESO action.



Transparency | Costs last week

*Includes operating reserve, STOR, fast reserve, other reserve, negative reserve

Note: AS costs are estimated at this timescale so small discrepancies may be observed



Transparency | Constraints Information
Main drivers for constraint spend

System Inertia Voltage Key costing boundaries 

12 Oct
x x

SCOTEX – Export from Scotland into England and Wales
GM+SNOW5 – Export from Greater Mersey and North Wales
SWALEX – Export from South Wales

13 Oct
x x

SCOTEX – Export from Scotland into England and Wales
SSHARN3 – Northern England Boundary
SSE N-S – Internal Scotland Boundary

14 Oct
x x

SSHARN3 – Northern England Boundary 
SCOTEX – Export from Scotland into England and Wales
SWALEX – Export from South Wales

15 Oct
x x

SWALEX – Export from South Wales
SCOTEX – Export from Scotland into England and Wales
DRESHEX – Export from Drax and Eggborough area

16 Oct
x x

SWALEX – Export from South Wales
SCOTEX – Export from Scotland into England and Wales

17 Oct
x x

SWALEX – Export from South Wales
SCOTEX – Export from Scotland into England and Wales

18 Oct
x x

SCOTEX – Export from Scotland into England and Wales
SWALEX – Export from South Wales
ANGLIAEX – Export in the East Anglia area



RoCoF and VS breakdown

Costs include the cost of bid to reduce the infeed size and replacement offer 

cost to ensure balance

ZBRITOFF, ZIFAOFF and ZNEMOOFF represent actions to 

taken to manage infeed loss sizes at BritNed, IFA and NEMO 

respectively



Transparency | Inertia & RoCoF
What are the different indicators you take into considerations when undertaking actions in the BM in order to maintain an 
appropriate level of inertia in the system?

Some types of Loss of Mains (LoM) protection, either Rate of Change of Frequency (RoCoF) or Vector Shift (VS), have been 
observed to inadvertently operate and cause loss of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) following events on the 
transmission system – leading to a greater infeed loss than anticipated slower acting response would then not prevent a 
frequency excursion.

To prevent a RoCoF event we need to ensure that for an infeed loss the Rate of Change of Frequency < 0.125Hz The RoCoF 
is driven by the amount of inertia of on the system and the size of infeed losses present on the system.

As inertia increases (through more synchronous machines), the RoCoF decreases. We calculate in real time the infeed loss 
size which will ensure the RoCoF does not exceed 0.125 Hz/s, this is known as the RoCoF Trigger level.

Thus to manage the risk in ESO can:

• Increase inertia levels to increase the RoCoF Trigger level - This requires the ESO to synchronise additional generation. To 
increase the RoCoF trigger level by 1 MW approximately 20 MW of synchronous machines are required.

• Reduce the size of the largest infeeds to below the current RoCoF trigger level - This requires the ESO to trade/bid back 
the size of the largest loss.

• Increase the volumes of faster acting response to cover the RoCoF loss size – This is dynamic containment.

ESO will take the most economic actions from above which meets operability considerations.



Dynamic Containment tender results
All of the results from the daily dynamic containment tenders are available here on the NGESO data portal

https://data.nationalgrideso.com/ancillary-services/dynamic-containment-data/r/dynamic_containment_masterdata


Winter Outlook | Key messages

COVID-19

Due to the uncertainty caused by COVID-
19, we are examining a range of scenarios 
for margins rather than a single forecast. 
We expect to see downward pressure on 
demand compared to last winter.

Security of supply

System margins aren’t quite as high as 
last winter but remain well within the 
Reliability Standard set by the 
Government under all COVID-19 
scenarios.

Operability

Operability remains complex. We 
have existing tools & services and 
are developing others, including 
dynamic containment, to manage 
anticipated operability challenges across 
the winter period. We expect to use these 
similarly to last winter as increased 
demands generally cause relatively 
fewer operability challenges than we have 
seen this summer.

End of the EU Transition Period

We foresee no additional operability or 
adequacy challenges this winter as a 
result of the EU Exit transition period 
ending.



Winter Outlook | COVID-19 impact
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We have modelled scenarios to consider the impact of COVID-19 
on the electricity system this winter.
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margin (%)

• The effect of the pandemic this winter leaves a 
higher degree of uncertainty compared to previous 
years

• Our base case forecast for peak underlying 
demand over the winter is for a 3% reduction in 
ACS peak against normal expectations

• Our base case is a de-rated margin of 8.3% or 4.8 
GW

* The margin that exactly meets 3 hours LOLE may vary depending on demand and generation assumptions.

Winter Outlook Figure 1, Page 5 



Winter Outlook – Operational view

We expect:

• Sufficient operational surplus for each 
week of winter 2020/21

• Average Cold Spell (ACS) demand to be 
met in all weeks under the high import 
interconnector scenario and all but one 
week in the medium import scenario

• Market signals to incentivise flows to 
ensure that weather corrected demand is 
met under all interconnector scenarios
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Q&A

After the webinar, you will receive a link to a survey. We welcome feedback to understand what we 
are doing well and how we can improve the event ongoing.

Please ask any questions via the Q&A section in Webex and we will try to answer as many as possible now

Please continue to use your normal communication channels with ESO

If you have any questions after the event, please contact the following email address:

box.NC.Customer@nationalgrideso.com

mailto:box.NC.Customer@nationalgrideso.com



